Draft meeting notes from
SMHI IRF project Web-meeting 27-28 October, 2020
Participants: Evgenia Belova, Peter Voelger, Sheila Kirkwood, Susanna Hagelin, Heiner Körnich and Magnus Lindskog

General project information
Evgenia presented the draft time plan for the remaining time of the project. She told that final report is not
needed until March-April 2022. IRF plans to save some working hours for 2021 (mainly Shelia 10 % of full
time work 2021) and there are also travel money that Evgenia will use in 2021. Heiner confirmed that also
SMHI will have a small number of hours available for work during 2021, mainly intended for work with
publications and writing of final report. Also some SMHI publication and travel money will be kept for
2021.
Overview progress reports
Magnus and Susanna presented SMHI progress in SNSA project since last project meeting in Kiruna. New
work concern NWP experiments with Aeolus using Laser B and associated studies. These deals with error
characteristics, effect of gravity waves on Aeouls data, impact on analysis and forecasts. Also the potential of
further enhancements of the data assimilation scheme used in the NWP to produce the model initial state was
examined. Much of the work has been carried out in collaboration with Met Norway. Better quality of Mie
than Rayleigh was reported as well as neutral to very small positive impact of Aeolus winds on HARMONIE
forecasts. It was furthermore reported that the ascending/descending dependent observation minus model
bias seen when using Laser A data was not seen when using Laser B data. Future work within project will be
devoted to analysis of results from extended NWP runs and to writing of reports and publications. Evgenia
noted that the findings that ESRAD compares well with HARMONIE simulations in free atmosphere is in
agreement with findings by IRF. It was furthermore mentioned that a collaboration between SMHI on
investigation of gravity wave activity would be beneficial. Sheila has experiences with gravity wave analysis
and Peter has for previous periods provided SMHI with ESRAD data from periods of gravity wave activity
and will participate in these studies, together with Susanna and Sheila. It was agreed that Peter (or Sheila?)
will as well send ESRAD data with gravity wave activity for new periods, for which NWP experiments with
Laser B was recently run. The purpose is to investigate the capability of the HARMONIE model to represent
gravity waves. Heiner asked about length scales and Sheila responded that they have a wave length of the
order of 15-30 km. Susanna asked Magnus if the single obs was Mie or Rayleigh. Magnus did not know for
sure and will investigate and come back with answer.
Evgenia presented IRF activities carried out within the SNSA project. Results from evaluations of Aeolus
Rayleigh HLOS data have been compared with MARA and ESRAD data as well as with NWP ECMWF
ERA interim and ERA 5. A clear difference in bias between MARA and Aeolus data that is ascent/descent
dependent was shown for both laser A and laser B. To eliminate problems with MARA data causing the bias,
MARA was also compared with ECMWF ERA 5 and bias was not present. The comparison between
ESRAD and Aeolus looks good for ascendig orbit and slightly worse for the descending orbit. Here ESRAD
was compared to ECMWF ERA interim to make sure no problems with the radar causing the biases seen in
descending orbit. It was mentioned both by Evgenia and Susanna that reason for bias was understood by
‘processing people’ and should have been removed in reprocessed data. Future plans include to validate
reprocessed Aeolus data from the same periods already analysed. There is also a plan at IRF to analyse data
for special cases, like strong gravity wave activity. Heiner asked about the reason for MARA
underestimation of winds compared to the model. Sheila answered that not easy to specify exactly reason. A
combination of antenna pattern and atmospheric conditions. Magnus mentioned that perhaps the contribution
to difference between MARA and Aeolus data due to slight difference in location can be estimated using
model data. Evgenia replied that ECMWF re-analysis data has rather crude resolution, which Susanna
confirmed. An alternative could be to do such a study using higher resolution model data. Sheila mentioned
she might have some WRF data stored from old cases for such a study. A question was raised why only
Rayleigh, not Mie data was used in the study. Peter replied that he found very few Mie data available. Heiner
mentioned several times the importance and general interest of these kind of comparisons with radars over
Arctic and Antarctica, where not so much other alternative data for validations are available.
Planning of remaining project research

Planning of remaining project research was discussed. Gravity wave activity and their representation in the
model and effect on Aeolus data was one obvious subject of common interest mentioned. The potential
impact of gravity waves on Aeolus data was also discussed in last project meeting in Kiruna. Susanna has
started work on analysing gravity waves and their impact from NWP results with laser B. It was agreed with
IRF to see if gravity wave activity from ESRAD were seen during this period and to share data with
Susanna. Sheila mentioned she has some experience from gravity wave studies and would be happy to
contribute. From SMHI point of view it would be preferable if most of the wok can be done during 2020,
since later funding for this work is considerably less. Evgenia mentioned she is quite busy until Christmas
but together Peter, Sheila and Evgenia will find some time (actually at the time writing, such events are
already found and uploaded to meeting wiki page). Common research will be further discussed tomorrow in
connection with publications. Publications were also briefly discussed during future plans discussion.
Susanna, Magnus and Heiner are planning two papers on NWP model results with Aeolus in collaboration
with colleagues from Norway, both in the ATM Aeolus special. Evgenia already submitted a common Paper
to ATM. Heiner asked why not in special issue. Evgenia replied it was intentionally.
Upcoming meetings and presentations
In a week both Peter and Susanna will present project results in ESA Aeolus Cal/Val workshop. There are
also several other possibilities for outreach of our project in the terms of meeting presentations. EGU 2021 in
spring, Lidar measurement meeting in US 2021, COSPAR meeting in Australia mentioned by Evgenia and
also a ESA-PAC Rocket and balloon symposium in June 2021 was mentioned by Sheila. Kartdagarna
sponsored by SNSA and more. Heiner mentioned he has been approached by SNSA to provide information
of project findings. He suggests to contact SNSA and say now we have interesting findings so that they can
post on their web page and we can link to IRF and SMHI web pages. Evgenia points out that due to covid all
travel money are not used and one could probably ask SNSA for prolongation of time for use of travel
money in 2022.
Discussion on publications
Evgenia went through the list of publications.
1. Validation of wind measurements of two MST radars in northern Sweden and in Antarctica. Under review
for AMT. (Belova et al.)
2. Evaluating the use of Aeolus satellite observations in the regional
NWP model Harmonie-Arome. Under preparation for AMT (Susanna et al.) Will be in the special issue.
Submission time Nov-Dec 2020
3. Evaluating Aeolus using the the AROME-ARCTIC regional NWP
model. To be prepared for AMT (Roohollah Azad et al.). Will be in the special issue. Submission time
March 2021
4. Paper on quality of Aeolus data related to gravity wave activity (all). To be submitted to ASI by d/l, active
participants Susanna, Sheila, Peter. Lead by Susanna
5. Validation of Aeolus vs ESRAD and MARA for laser A and B (July – December 2019). Likely no
models , just radars. Lead by Evgenia. First draft before Christmas. To be submitted to ASI.
6. One more joint paper possible related to GW. Will be discussed later in 2021. No intentention for the
special issue.
The identified IRF-SMHI common one was the impact of gravity waves on Aeolus data quality. Susanna was
identified as main author with also important contributions from Sheila and Peter. Susanna will coordinate
this paper and the aim is to submit before deadline for AMT special issue in March 2021. Evgenia and
colleagues at IRF will produce a paper without model data evaluating reprocessed data using MARA and
ESRAD. However, maybe we will look at that difference between ESRAD and Aeolus data due to slight
difference in location can be estimated using HARMONIE model data as Magnus suggested for MARA and
ESMWF model. Susanna has draft paper on NWP model results using Aeolus and is now waiting for
Magnus’ input. The aim is to submit before summer. Also a paper lead by Met Norway concerning use of
Aeolus in Arctic NWP is planned, with contribution from SMHI.
Evgenia: Heiner said something interesting about a GW study paper, I do not remember…Heiner, please
add.
Future collaboration and applications

A common application to SNSA in 2021 was found interesting by IRF and SMHI. Gravity wave activity and
their impact on Aeolus data and use of Aeolus for deriving gravity waves and balanced model initial states
were mentioned. In addition to Aeolus, ESRAD, Kiruna dual weather radar, aircraft campaigns and air traffic
control observations were mentioned. It was agreed to think of ideas for future applications until Magnus
calls for a new meeting on this in late February 2021. Evgenia suggested that SMHI should be main
applicant for such an application and suggested Heiner and Susanna as potential project leaders. Heiner
pointed out that would be beneficial to have contacted SNSA, promoting project results before that. Evgenia
proposed that Heiner will do that with support from Sheila.
The meeting ended with a discussion on bias, standard deviations and random error brought up by Evgenia to
use the same terminology.

